


ABOUT US

The JPF Group is a forward-thinking, growing, family run business 
established in 1997 with strong ties to the local community. 
Working to the same values that we had when we started 20 
years ago, caring about quality and ensuring we deliver the best 
possible service we can to our customers!

COMMITTED TO THE LOCAL COMMUNITY

As a large local employer, we try to give back to the community 
as much as possible. We work with several local charities and 
businesses, raising funds and striving to build a better society 
for everyone involved. We have developed a great reputation in 
our local community over the past 20 years, working with a huge 
array of clients from the big to the small!

“Growth and Profitability has allowed us to extensively invest in 
our development as well as providing local people with good jobs 
and long term prospects” Mike Parker, Company Chairman

WHAT WE DO AND HOW WE DO IT!

As a leading manufacturer of bespoke aluminium entrance and 
façade projects, our work can be seen on a wide cross section 
of public and private sector developments, from schools, civic 
buildings and hospitals to iconic office, apartment and retail 
developments. We specialise in all architectural aluminium glazing 
from standard windows and doors to high impact frameless 
glazing and curtain wall solutions.

HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS, MANUFACTURED 
IN THE UK

Our high tech factory is equipped with the latest manufacturing 
machinery enabling us to create bespoke products to meet every 
customer’s needs and expectations, ensuring we are competitive 
in our marketplace and allowing us to lead the way in design and 
innovation!

We work closely with all our customers to ensure that the finished 
product meets their requirements, specifications and budget 
whilst being delivered to the high quality we pride ourselves on 
providing. 

Each customer will be appointed a dedicated Project Manager 
who will work with them to ensure the process runs as smoothly 
and efficiently as possible from the initial survey right through to 
site installation and handover.
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HOW WE GOT TO WHERE WE ARE TODAY! 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE JPF GROUP

How did we get from the small family run start up business to the 
leading company we are today?

JPF was founded in 1997 by Mike Parker and Nick Judge.

In 2002, having successfully completed 7 years in the industry, JPF 
identified another specialist niche in the market place. We were 
called upon to provide more automated doors for their projects 
which meant they had to depend on the performance of what 
was available in the market place at the time, which invariably 
was one of the large multinational automatic door companies.

These companies were finding it difficult to handle the increase 
in volume that came with boom of the early 2000’s (mainly due 
to the imposition of the Disability Discrimination Act (relating to 
access) which made it compulsory for all commercial buildings to 
provide ease of access for wheelchair users), so JPF made the 
decision to create our own automatic door company and ADC 
was conceived.

Following the death of JPF Director Nick Judge in 2007, the 
Parker family took sole ownership and running of the company 
with Group Chairman, Mike Parker firmly at the helm. In 2016 
following his semi-retirement, Mike placed the overall running of 
the company to a highly trained and qualified management team 
headed up by his son Richard.

Here at JPF Systems we are continually striving to improve 
the way we operate. We have a great team of employees, 

from the fabricators through to installation, administration and 
management, we ensure that every employee is appropriately 
trained and they are fully committed to the JPF work ethic. We 
are where we are today due to our own endeavours and tenacity.

THE DREAM TEAM

We know our staff make JPF the company that it is and we would 
be nothing without the JPF team!

Our team of highly knowledgeable individuals have the experience 
and technical expertise to ensure we are the best at what we do!

We strive to create a positive work environment full of happy, 
engaged employees who all work towards one cause. We’re all 
part of the same team and we work together to ensure everyone 
feels supported in their role, competent to complete their job and 
committed to providing the best level of service we can

We reward those who work hard to prove themselves! Many of 
JPF’s higher level management and board members all began 
their JPF careers in other jobs and have worked their way up to 
the roles they have today.

We’re a thriving and dynamic company committed to employee 
engagement and satisfaction all round! We provide all our staff 
with the training they need to be able to complete their jobs 
including both internal (in our in-house training facility) and 
external training. From NVQ’s to Diplomas, Specialist Leadership 
and Management Courses to Specialist industry courses such as 
ADSA, DHF etc., JPF are committed to improving our employee’s 
skills and making them into better people!
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ACCREDITATIONS & AFFILIATIONS

Our accreditations and affiliations are extremely important to 

us. Collectively, they provide JPF. Systems with a structure 

to achieve and maintain a high level of credibility within the 

industry.

From our origins in 1997, JPF Systems have strived to exceed 

normal standards in the industry by creating a competitive 

advantage through the continual improved performance 

provided by the accreditations.
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(JPF)
Curtain Walling

0800 111 6015     •     www.jpf-systems.co.uk

CURTAIN WALLING
JPF Systems complete curtain walling suite successfully 
balances the aesthetic requirements of architects with 
the functional needs of contractors and occupiers thereby 
simplifying specification, fabrication and installation to ensure 
the highest quality and cost efficiency.

Suitable for both low and high rise applications visual diversity 
can be achieved through a wide range of mullion and transom 
capping including square, elliptical and bull nose.

Rigorously tested to BS EN standards for wind resistance, 
water tightness and air permeability it offers enhanced 
thermal performance to meet the most stringent Building 
Regulations.

KEY FEATURES:

• Excellent thermal performance achieving low U values.

• Slim, constant sight lines for both the mullion and transom give a uniform 
appearance across the suite.

• High quality components for long-term durability.

• Full compatibility with our range of window and door systems, including 
the integration of our anti-finger trap bulb stile.

• A choice of box sizes for the structural members allows flexibility of design 
whilst ensuring that cost efficiency is achieved.

• A choice of glazing, including vision glass, spandrel panels or insulated 
panel types can be used in a variety of thicknesses.

• Suitable for sloped and roof glazing as well as low and high rise facades
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WINDOWS
Sustainability, performance and aesthetics are the main 
considerations for specifiers when selecting window systems 
for both new build and refurbishment projects.

Our range of thermally improved windows are available in a 
variety of section widths and offers the flexibility to meet the 
requirements of most designs and budgets. 

They have been developed to help deliver more sustainable 
buildings whilst also minimizing the impact on the environment.

• Available in a wide variety of configurations including fixed 
lights, top, side and bottom hung as well as pivot and tilt 
turn.

•  An integrated polyamide thermal break means that, when 
used with the right combination of glazing, they will meet 
or exceed the requirements outlined in the current Building 
Regulations for the UK.

• The systems can be used for punched hole or ribbon 
window applications as well as being fully compatible with 
our range of curtain wall and ground floor framing systems.

• Our range of windows can be manufactured to meet BS 
7950 requirements for security.
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LOW RISE GLAZING
JPF Systems’ range of low rise glazing systems offers a cost 
effective and high performing alternative to traditional curtain 
walling. Ideal for a range of single and two storey applications – 
from schools and colleges to healthcare facilities, retail projects 
and other building types.

Combining exceptional design detailing, quality components 
and an advanced yet simple modular system to add value to any 
building project by offering:

•  Value engineering, achieved by integrated windows and 
doors that hang directly from the ground floor framing thus 
reducing metal content.

• Superior thermal efficiency, creating U-values of between 
1.6 W/m2K to 1.0 W/m2K for a typical grid size with opening 
vents.

• Full compatibility with our range of window and door 
systems.

• Dual colour options available with all finishes.

• Suitable for both new build and refurbishment projects.

• Compliant with the requirements of British Standards BS 
6375, BS 7950 and PAS 23 and 24.
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COMMERCIAL DOORS
JPF Systems’ market-leading commercial aluminium door range provides specifiers 
with flexibility of design, safety and security combined with excellent weather 
resistance.

From our robust high traffic commercial swing doors to our thermally improved 
sliding-folding doors all our products are manufactured using high quality 
components ensuring durability and longevity.

Our commercial doors are available in a range of configurations including hinged, 
pivoted, sliding, bi-folding as well as being able to be adapted for automatic operation.

JPF Systems have recently been able to add a high traffic, heavy duty, thermally 
improved polyamide swing door to our range. This offers the features of our standard 
non-thermal commercial swing door but with the ability to achieve lower U-values 
making it fully compliant with the requirements of the Building Regulations Part L.

KEY FEATURES:

•     Polyamide thermal break offering lower U-values

•     Rounded anti-finger trap stiles

•     Wide range of hardware

•     Low ramp thresholds for DDA compliance

•     Concealed transomatic closers

•     Extensively tested to PAS24 to alleviate any   
 security concerns

•     Automatic operation if required

All our commercial swing doors can be fully integrated into 
our range of curtain walling and ground floor framing.
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ROOF GLAZING
JPF Systems are able to offer a comprehensive range of 
aluminium patent glazing and roof light systems to meet the 
requirements of most projects, both commercial and domestic.

From simple roof windows to more complex roof lanterns we 
offer a full design service and honest, reliable advice from our 
experienced staff. 

You can be sure that with our help and guidance your projects 
will feature safe, weather-tight roof glazing that will stand the 
test of time.

For more information why not give our sales team a call and let 
us show you how the natural daylight provided by roof lights 
could enhance the design and environment of your building.

Neil Corser  -  Wirral Borough Council

We requested the works due to a reasonable 
adjustment for a member of staff, 

The works were required to be completed at 
very short notice and during the Christmas 
break. JPF had no problems or concerns in 
arranging this work ready for the member of 
staff to return to work.
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ALUMINIUM SHOP FRONTS
The Automatic Door Company (ADC) has developed a range of high quality aluminium 
doors and shop front systems that are imported in bar length direct from the extruder to 
our 25,000 sq. ft. manufacturing facility.

This allows us to offer bespoke, high quality solutions to any architectural project both 
cost effectively and within short timescales. 

Features of the shop front system include:

• Integral anti-trap bulb stile finger guard

• Low ramp threshold for easy wheelchair access

• Concealed transomatic closures with either hold open or non-hold open facility

• Double glazed to take up 28mm units

• Powder coated to any standard RAL or BS colour

• Maximum security locking

The ADC aluminium door system can be tailored to include 
any specified architectural ironmongery and access control 
systems, and of course should the need arise, all our door 
systems can be automated either during initial installation 
or retrospectively.

As the U.K. is becoming more environmentally aware, the 
government is leading the way to reduce landfill and more 
customers and architects are specifying “environmentally 
friendly products”. 

Unlike PVCu, aluminium is one of the few environmentally 
friendly materials and is 99.7% recyclable with a lifetime use.

0800 0461 105     •     www.theautomaticdoorco.com 17
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SLIDING DOORS
ADC automatic sliding doors offer an attractive, state-of-the art solution 
for door automation. The advanced design and sleek styling is ideal for any 
architectural project. Available in a wide range of colours and with many 
different accessories available, the ADS sliding door is an asset to any building.

All sliding operators are supplied with a fully monitored battery back up 
system, which will ensure the doors open in the event of power failure or fire 
alarm activation. Our sliding doors can also be supplied with a break-out facility 
which allows users to push the doors open in an emergency.

With contemporary design and forward-thinking technology, the ADC sliding 
operator is the perfect operator for your next project. We ensure that all our 
door operating equipment including safety & activation sensors are installed 
by trained engineers and conform to BS EN 16005:2012.

0800 0461 105     •     www.theautomaticdoorco.com

Sliding automatic doors are by far the most popular and widely 
used automatic door system. 

ADC automatic sliding doors are available in either:

• Single sliding

• Bi-part sliding

• Telescopic sliding

The ADC telescopic sliding door is the natural choice for 
narrow passageways or where space is a prime concern. 
By maximising the width of the door opening it provides an 
impressive solution for high traffic areas where opening width 
is of paramount importance.
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SWING DOORS
For both interior and exterior use, the ADC range of automatic swing door 
operators is ideal for both retrofit and new installations. The well-proven 
automatic system is characterised by compact design and advanced 
technology along with the following features:

• Energy-saving, thanks to its low current “closed” position

• Strikingly silent running capability

• Intelligent system

• Maintenance free and reliable

• Available in a wide variety of finishes

They can be set up in a variety of ways including ‘fully automatic’, ‘low 
energy’ and ‘push & go’, and can be fitted with emergency battery back-
up and break out facilities. Our swing operators can be fitted to single 
or double swing doors and can be mounted on the lintel or directly onto 
the door leaf.

We offer an extensive choice of activation to complement the range 
including:

• Radar activation   •     Push Button activation

• Push Pad activation  •     Remote Fob activation

• Access Control (Stand alone or PC based systems inc. proximity 
fobs / swipe cards / keypads etc...)

We ensure that all our door operating equipment including safety & 
activation sensors are installed by trained engineers and conform to BS 
EN 16005:2012.
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FOLDING DOORS
The ADC folding door is ideal for installation in areas where 
space is limited such as corridors, providing clearance width, 
but still offering all the advantages of an automatic door.

The ADC folding (& bi-folding) doors are easily integrated into 
most entrances, and can be fitted both in front of an opening 
as well as between two side walls. The perfect solution to keep 
the cost of building modifications as low as possible.

The ADC folding door is ideal for narrow passageways in 
restaurants, hotels, business headquarters, hospitals and 
residential care homes.

In short, the ADC folding door offers excellent user comfort, 
unimpeded access and contact free passage together with an 
elegant aesthetically pleasing experience.

We ensure that all our door operating equipment including 
safety & activation sensors are installed by trained engineers 
and conform to BS EN 16005:2012.

USES AND BENEFITS:

Also suitable when space is at a premium.

• Simple to install

• Lowers cost of building modifications
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ROLLER SHUTTERS
At The Automatic Door Company, we understand that security & peace of 
mind are high on the agenda of all domestic and commercial property owners 
and tenants.

It is with this in mind that we offer a range of high quality, reliable and cost 
effective shutters to meet the requirements of any project.

• Industrial roller shutters in both steel and aluminium:   
ideal for manufacturing units and factories

• Steel powder coated shutters: Used for schools and shop fronts

• Aluminium insulated shutters: Suited to garage door applications

• Integrated lintel roller shutters: Used on new builds as part of   
the construction process

• Domestic style shutters: Aesthetically pleasing whilst   
maintaining security

Every client has their own specific requirements and our team 
of technical representatives will discuss and advise on the best 
solutions for the individual application by:

• Completing a comprehensive on-site survey

• Tailoring a bespoke package taking into account site 
requirements, specification and budget

• Issuing a detailed proposal and quotation including scaled 
CAD drawings and interface details

• Continuous liaison with the client throughout the 
manufacture and installation process

All our installations are carried out by fully trained and 
experienced engineers and with competitive Preventative 
Maintenance & Repair packages available, you can rest assured 
that your security is in safe hands.
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SECTIONAL DOORS

Sectional doors are a durable security option for both commercial and 
industrial applications. They’re popular due to their ability to withstand high 
usage, ease of use and protection from noise/draught whilst being a reliable 
security option for your business.

ADC sectional doors are custom built to create a bespoke entrance solution 
for your business, allowing you to maximise your internal space without 
compromising on security or exit options. 

Their rigid construction means they are a reliable option in high usage 
applications such as working entrances with regular incoming/ outgoing 
vehicles. Sectional doors are insulated and sound proof making them an 
ideal option in industrial applications where noise and weather conditions 
can be an issue.

Sectional doors are available for a range of building types, and come in 
a wide range of colours and accessories, meaning we can help design a 
solution, perfect for you.

Every client has their own specific requirements and our team of technical 
representatives will discuss and advise on the best solutions for the 
individual application by:

• Completing a comprehensive on-site survey

• Tailoring a bespoke package taking into account site requirements, 
specification and budget

• Issuing a detailed proposal and quotation including scaled CAD 
drawings and interface details

• Continuous liaison with the client throughout the manufacture and 
installation process

All our installations are carried out by fully trained and experienced engineers 
and with competitive Preventative Maintenance & Repair packages available, 
you can rest assured that your security is in safe hands
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STEEL DOORS
As the emphasis on security increases, more 
and more businesses are seeing a demand for 
robust, secure doors for a variety of applications.

Steel doors are predominantly used in 
commercial and industrial applications, providing 
an increased level of security for a business. 
They are available in a wide range of styles and 
designs and can be manufactured in all RAL 
and BS colours. Designs can include for options 
for vision panels, panic hardware and a variety 
of different locking mechanisms and security 
features.

Our doors are manufactured to meet client’s 
individual needs, and the versatility of steel 
doors means they are the perfect option for a 
wide variety of applications including but not 
limited to:

• Single, leaf and half or double swings doors
• Internal and external doors
• General purpose doors
• Fire rated doors
• Emergency exit doors
• High security doors
• Louvred/ ventilated doors
• Acoustic rated doors
• Security rated / secure by design doors
• Personnel doors

ADC steel doors not only allow you to install 
bespoke solutions to meet the needs of the 
business, but allow for different security and 
egress solutions. We offer:

• A custom made installation, tailored to your 
requirements

• A free onsite survey and no obligation 
quotation

• Scaled CAD drawings for your approval

• Comprehensive service and maintenance 
contracts available to ensure your doors 
continue to meet current regulations and 
standards.

0800 0461 105     •     www.theautomaticdoorco.com 29
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GATES & BARRIERS
Are you looking to limit access and secure your businesses premises? 
Automatic Gates and Barriers can offer a high quality, reliable security solution 
for your business.

The Automatic Door Company is a member of the Door and Hardware 
Federation, employing a number of trained engineers who have gained the 
DHF safety diploma.

Here at ADC we can help tailor a solution to ensure you as a business are 
complying with legislation and regulations and your gates/barriers are safe.

We offer complete new Gates and Barrier installations tailor made for your 
business, installed by qualified engineers. As well as new installations we can 
retro-fit gate operators and appropriate safety measures to existing manual 
gates, and a full safety upgrade to an existing automatic gate/barrier to ensure 
you conform with new standards / regulations.

Servicing your automatic Gates and Barriers is imperative to keeping them 
working safely. The ADC service contract offers you total peace of mind 
ensuring your gates are safe. We look for areas of noncompliance and part 
defects, advice on how to optimise your safety and keep your gates running 
smoothly. Our servicing team will perform a full service and offer advice on 
any minor works your gates may need.

We offer a 24/7 call out service, so you can rest easy knowing 
that you can rely on us to get your gates up and running again 
no matter where they are, and no matter when you need us!
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DOCK LEVELLERS

Dock levellers precisely compensate for the gap between a lorry/ vehicle 
bed and the loading dock floor allowing goods to be transported in and out 
in one continues horizontal movement. They allow for the safe, smooth and 
reliable transfer of goods in and out of warehouses and distribution centres 
and are often at the heart of any good loading bay design.

Their sturdy nature ensures they able to withstand the rough day to day 
activities of a busy loading environment whilst still allowing for fast loading/ 
unloading of a wide range of vehicles. The robust nature of dock levellers 
means goods can be moved using cages, forklifts, pallet trucks etc. This 
Safe loading/ unloading of goods whilst reducing downtime and improving 
efficiency simplifies the process of loading/ unloading of goods.

Dock Levellers comprise of a single metal lip that is raised from a stowed 
position and lowered onto the back of the lorry, an essential feature in 
busy loading/ unloading environments. Dock levellers allow you to solve 
the problem of bridging the gap between the lorry floor and loading bay 

dock/ warehouse floor in a safe and efficient manner whilst still allowing for 
optimal loading and unloading.

Here at ADC we can help tailor a solution to ensure you as a business are 
complying with legislation and regulations and your dock levellers are safe.

Servicing your automatic dock levellers is imperative to keeping them 
working safely. The ADC service contract offers you total peace of mind 
ensuring your gates are safe. We look for areas of noncompliance and part 
defects, advice on how to optimise your safety and keep your gates running 
smoothly. Our servicing team will perform a full service and offer advice on 
any minor works your gates may need.

We offer a 24/7 call out service, so you can rest easy knowing that you can 
rely on us to get your dock levellers up and running again no matter where 
they are, and no matter when you need us!
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SERVICE & MAINTENANCE
Whilst we provide a complete ‘One Stop Shop’ for all your design & installation requirements we 
also specialise in the service, maintenance & repair of all types of automatic doors, security shutters, 
gates and barriers including installations by other leading manufacturers.

Current regulations require employers and building managers to safeguard workers and visitors 
against injury by ensuring that buildings are ‘fit for purpose’. This includes automatic doors, security 
roller shutters, gates and barriers, which, by law, are required to have stringent annual maintenance 
to ensure safety levels. 
Without certified maintenance, property insurance may be invalid.

An ADC maintenance contract will ensure you meet all your obligations and regular servicing ensures 
maximum equipment efficiency and longevity.

Your ADC maintenance contract provides for:

• Automatic swing, slide and folding doors

• Powered and manual roller shutters

• Powered industrial doors

• Automatic gates and barriers

All our maintenance contracts are supported by a dedicated team of specially trained engineers.

WE PROVIDE:

• One Stop Shop for servicing, repairs, 
design and installations

• 24/7 call out service 365 days a year

• Bespoke service packages tailored to 
suit all budgets

• Industry leading call out response times

WE OFFER:

• Dedicated customer liaison team

• Free advice

• No obligation quotations  (Freephone 
0800 0461 105)

• Call out within 24 hours   
(95% success rate)
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CONTACT US

Unit 1 & 2 Apex Court
Bassendale Road
Bromborough
Merseyside 
CH62 3RE

0800 0461 105
info@autodoors-uk.com
www.theautomaticdoorco.com

0800 111 6015
info@jpf-systems.co.uk
www.jpf-systems.co.uk


